


KJV Bible Word Studies for SINGLE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

battle 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single 
encounter or a series): -- {battle}, fight, war. 

doves 2755 ## charey-yowniym {khar-ay'-yo-neem'}; from the plural of 2716 and the plural of 3123; 
excrements of doves {or perhaps rather the plural of a single word chara&yown {khar-aw-yone'}; of similar
or uncertain derivation, probably a kind of vegetable: -- {doves}' dung. 

dung 2755 ## charey-yowniym {khar-ay'-yo-neem'}; from the plural of 2716 and the plural of 3123; 
excrements of doves {or perhaps rather the plural of a single word chara&yown {khar-aw-yone'}; of similar
or uncertain derivation, probably a kind of vegetable: -- doves' {dung}. 

fight 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single 
encounter or a series): -- battle, {fight}, war. 

grape 6528 ## peret {peh'-ret}; from 6527; a stray or single berry: -- {grape}. 

single 0573 # haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 1 (as a particle of union) and the base of 4120; properly, 
folded together, i.e. single (figuratively, clear): -- {single}. 

smite 3817 # paio {pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a single blow and less violently than 5180); 
specifically to sting (as a scorpion): -- {smite}, strike. 

strike 3817 # paio {pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a single blow and less violently than 5180); 
specifically to sting (as a scorpion): -- smite, {strike}. 

war 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single 
encounter or a series): -- battle, fight, {war}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

single 02298 ## chad (Aramaic) {khad} ; corresponding to 02297 ; ascard . one ; as article {single} ; as an ordinal , first ; adverbially , at once : -- a , first , one , together . 

single 02755 ## charey-yowniym {khar-ay'- yo-neem'} ; from the plural of 02716 and the plural of 03123 ; excrements of doves {or perhaps rather the plural of a {single} word chara'yown {khar-aw-yone'} ; of similar or 
uncertain derivation , probably a kind of vegetable : -- doves'dung . 

single 03326 ## yatsuwa` {yaw-tsoo'- ah} ; passive participle of 03331 ; spread , i . e . a bed ; (architecture) an extension , i . e . wing or lean-to (a {single} story or collectively) : -- bed , chamber , couch . 

single 04550 ## macca` {mas-sah'} ; from 05265 ; a departure (from striking the tents) , i . e . march (not necessarily a {single} day's travel) ; by implication , a station (or point of departure) : -- journey (- ing) . 

single 06528 ## peret {peh'- ret} ; from 06527 ; a stray or {single} berry : -- grape . 

single 06571 ## parash {paw-rawsh'} ; from 06567 ; a steed (as stretched out to a vehicle , not {single} nor for mounting [compare 05483 ]) ; also (by implication) a driver (in a chariot) , i . e . (collectively) cavalry : -- 
horseman . 

single 06763 ## tsela` {tsay-law'} ; or (feminine) tsal` ah {tsal-aw'} ; from 06760 ; a rib (as curved) , literally (of the body) or figuratively (of a door , i . e . leaf) ; hence , a side , literally (of a person) or figuratively (of an 
object or the sky , i . e . quarter) ; architecturally , a (especially floor or ceiling) timber or plank ({single} or collective , i . e . a flooring) : -- beam , board , chamber , corner , leaf , plank , rib , side (chamber) . 

single 0530 - hapax {hap'-ax}; probably from 0537; one (or a {single}) time (numerically or conclusively): -- once. 

single 0573 - haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 0001 (as a particle of union) and the base of 4120; properly, folded together, i.e. single (figuratively, clear): -- {single}. 

single 0729 - arrhaphos {ar'-hhraf-os}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of the same as 4476; unsewed, i.e. of a {single} piece: -- without seam. 

single 0798 - astron {as'-tron}; neuter from 0792; properly, a constellation; put for a {single} star (natural or artificial): -- star. 

single 3441 - monos {mon'-os}; probably from 3306; remaining, i.e. sole or {single}; by implication mere: -- alone, only, by themselves. 

single 3817 - paio {pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a {single} blow and less violently than 5180); specifically to sting (as a scorpion): -- smite, strike. 

single 4171 - polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a {single} encounter or a series): -- battle, fight, war. 

single 4238 - prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to " practise " , i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a {single} act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; 
specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, use arts. 

single 5114 - tomoteros {tom-o'-ter-os}; comparative of a derivative of the primary temno (to cut; more comprehensive or decisive than 2875, as if by a {single} stroke; whereas that implies repeated blows, like hacking); 
more keen: -- sharper. 

single 5180 - tupto {toop'-to}; a primary verb (in a strengthened form); to " thump " , i.e. cudgel or pummel (properly, with a stick or bastinado), but in any case by repeated blows; thus differing from 3817 and 3960, 
which denote a [usually {single}] blow with the hand or any instrument, or 4141 with the fist [or a hammer], or 4474 with the palm; as well as from 5177, an accidental collision); by implication, to punish; figuratively, to 
offend (the conscience): -- beat, smite, strike, wound. 

singleness 0572 - haplotes {hap-lot'-ace}; from 0573; singleness, i.e. (subjectively) sincerity (without dissimulation or self-seeking), or (objectively) generosity (copious bestowal): -- bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, 
{singleness}. 

singleness 0572 - haplotes {hap-lot'-ace}; from 0573; {singleness}, i.e. (subjectively) sincerity (without dissimulation or self-seeking), or (objectively) generosity (copious bestowal): -- bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, 
singleness. 

singleness 0858 - aphelotes {af-el-ot'-ace}; from a compound of 0001 (as a negative particle) and phellos (in the sense of a stone as stubbing the foot); smoothness, i.e. (figuratively) simplicity: -- {singleness}. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0572 + liberal + in singleness + bountifulness + but in singleness + that in simplicity + from the simplicity + 
of their liberality + let him do it with simplicity +/ . haplotes {hap-lot'-ace}; from 0573 + is single + be single 
+/ ; singleness, i .e . (subjectively) sincerity (without dissimulation or self-seeking), or (objectively) 
generosity (copious bestowal): --bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, singleness . 

0573 + is single + be single +/ . haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 0001 + Alpha (as a particle of union) 
and the base of 4120 + platted + and platted + And when they had platted +/ ; properly, folded together, i .e 
. single (figuratively, clear): --single . 

0574 + men liberally +/ . haplos {hap-loce'}; adverb from 0573 + is single + be single +/ (in the objective 
sense of 0572 + liberal + in singleness + bountifulness + but in singleness + that in simplicity + from the 
simplicity + of their liberality + let him do it with simplicity +/ ); bountifully; --liberally . 

3817 + and smote + he striketh + it and smote + is he that smote + is it that smote +/ . paio {pah'-yo}; a 
primary verb; to hit (as if by a single blow and less violently than 5180 + smote + beating + to beat + and 
beat + to smite + and wound + but smote + and smote + shall smite + And they smote + him they struck + 
by him to smite + me to be smitten + And unto him that smiteth +/ ); specifically to sting (as a scorpion): --
smite, strike . 

4171 + war + of wars + in fight + to battle + come wars + unto battle + And there was war + them to the 
battle + himself to the battle +/ . polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or 
figuratively; a single encounter or a series): --battle, fight, war . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

2 * single 

3 - singleness 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

single 0573 ** haplous ** {single}.

singleness 0572 ** haplotes ** bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, {singleness}.

singleness 0858 ** aphelotes ** {singleness}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

single 0573 haplous * {single} , {0573 haplous } ,

singleness 0572 haplotes * {singleness} , {0572 haplotes } , 0858 aphelotes ,

singleness 0858 aphelotes * {singleness} , 0572 haplotes , {0858 aphelotes } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* single , 0573 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

single - 0573 {single},

singleness - 0572 bountifulness, liberal, liberality, simplicity, {singleness},

singleness - 0858 {singleness},
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single , MAT_06_22,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

single Luk_11_34 # The light of the body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is single, thy whole body also 
is full of light; but when [thine eye] is evil, thy body also [is] full of darkness.

single Mat_06_22 # The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be 
full of light.

singleness Act_02_46 # And they, continuing daily with one accord in the temple, and breaking bread from 
house to house, did eat their meat with gladness and singleness of heart,

singleness Col_03_22 # Servants, obey in all things [your] masters according to the flesh; not with 
eyeservice, as menpleasers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God:

singleness Eph_06_05 # Servants, be obedient to them that are [your] masters according to the flesh, with 
fear and trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto Christ;



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

single thy whole Luk_11_34 # The light of the body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is single, thy whole 
body also is full of light; but when [thine eye] is evil, thy body also [is] full of darkness.

single thy whole Mat_06_22 # The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole 
body shall be full of light.

singleness of heart Act_02_46 # And they, continuing daily with one accord in the temple, and breaking 
bread from house to house, did eat their meat with gladness and singleness of heart,

singleness of heart Col_03_22 # Servants, obey in all things [your] masters according to the flesh; not with 
eyeservice, as menpleasers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God:

singleness of your Eph_06_05 # Servants, be obedient to them that are [your] masters according to the 
flesh, with fear and trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto Christ;



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

single ^ Luk_11_34 / single /^thy whole body also is full of light; but when [thine eye] is evil, thy body also 
[is] full of darkness. 

single ^ Mat_06_22 / single /^thy whole body shall be full of light. 

singleness ^ Act_02_46 / singleness /^of heart, 

singleness ^ Col_03_22 / singleness /^of heart, fearing God: 

singleness ^ Eph_06_05 / singleness /^of your heart, as unto Christ; 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

single ......... be single 0573 -haplous-> 

single ......... is single 0573 -haplous-> 

singleness ......... and singleness 0858 -aphelotes-> 

singleness ......... but in singleness 0572 -haplotes-> 

singleness ......... in singleness 0572 -haplotes-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

single Luk_11_34 The light of the body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is {single}, thy whole body also 
is full of light; but when [thine eye] is evil, thy body also [is] full of darkness. 

single Mat_06_22 The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be {single}, thy whole body shall be 
full of light. 

singleness Act_02_46 And they, continuing daily with one accord in the temple, and breaking bread from 
house to house, did eat their meat with gladness and {singleness} of heart, 

singleness Col_03_22 Servants, obey in all things [your] masters according to the flesh; not with eyeservice, 
as menpleasers; but in {singleness} of heart, fearing God: 

singleness Eph_06_05 Servants, be obedient to them that are [your] masters according to the flesh, with 
fear and trembling, in {singleness} of your heart, as unto Christ; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

single ^ Luk_11_34 The light <3088> of the body <4983> is <2076> (5748) the eye <3788>: therefore <3767>
when <1875> thine <4675> eye <3788> is <5600> (5753) {single} <0573>, thy <4675> whole <3650> body 
<4983> also <2532> is <2076> (5748) full of light <5460>; but <1161> when <3752> thine eye is <5600> 
(5753) evil <4190>, thy <4675> body <4983> also <2532> is full of darkness <4652>. 

single ^ Mat_06_22 The light <3088> of the body <4983> is <2076> (5748) the eye <3788>: if <1437> 
therefore <3767> thine <4675> eye <3788> be <5600> (5753) {single} <0573>, thy <4675> whole <3650> 
body <4983> shall be <2071> (5704) full of light <5460>. 

singleness ^ Act_02_46 And <5037> they, continuing <4342> (5723) daily <2596> <2250> with one accord 
<3661> in <1722> the temple <2411>, and <5037> breaking <2806> (5723) bread <0740> from <2596> 
house to house <3624>, did eat <3335> (5707) their meat <5160> with <1722> gladness <0020> and <2532> 
{singleness} <0858> of heart <2588>, 

singleness ^ Col_03_22 Servants <1401>, obey <5219> (5720) in <2596> all things <3956> your masters 
<2962> according <2596> to the flesh <4561>; not <3361> with <1722> eyeservice <3787>, as <5613> 
menpleasers <0441>; but <0235> in <1722> {singleness} <0572> of heart <2588>, fearing <5399> (5740) 
God <2316>: 

singleness ^ Eph_06_05 Servants <1401>, be obedient <5219> (5720) to them that are your masters <2962> 
according to <2596> the flesh <4561>, with <3326> fear <5401> and <2532> trembling <5156>, in <1722> 
{singleness} <0572> of your <5216> heart <2588>, as <5613> unto Christ <5547>; 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

single Luk_11_34 The light 3088 -luchnos - of the body 4983 -soma - is the eye 3788 -ophthalmos -:therefore 3767 -oun - when 1875 -epan - thine 4675 -sou - eye 3788 -ophthalmos - is {single} 0573 -haplous - , thy whole 
3650 -holos - body 4983 -soma - also 2532 -kai - is full 5460 -photeinos - of light 5460 -photeinos - ; but when 3752 -hotan - [ thine eye ] is evil 4190 -poneros - , thy body 4983 -soma - also 2532 -kai - [ is ] full of darkness 
4652 -skoteinos - . 

single Mat_06_22 The light (5460 -photeinos -) of the body (4983 -soma -) is the eye (3788 -ophthalmos -):if (1437 -ean -) therefore (3767 -oun -) thine (4675 -sou -) eye (3788 -ophthalmos -) be {single} (0573 -haplous -) , thy 
whole (3650 -holos -) body (4983 -soma -) shall be full (5460 -photeinos -) of light (3088 -luchnos -) . 

singleness Act_02_46 And they , continuing (4342 -proskartereo -) daily (2250 -hemera -) with one (3661 -homothumadon -) accord (3661 -homothumadon -) in the temple (2411 -hieron -) , and breaking (2806 -klao -) bread
(0740 -artos -) from house (3624 -oikos -) to house (3624 -oikos -) , did eat (3335 -metalambano -) their meat (5160 -trophe -) with gladness (0020 -agalliasis -) and {singleness} (0858 -aphelotes -) of heart (2588 -kardia -) , 

singleness Col_03_22 Servants (1401 -doulos -) , obey (5219 -hupakouo -) in all (3956 -pas -) things [ your (3588 -ho -) ] masters (2962 -kurios -) according (2596 -kata -) to the flesh (4561 -sarx -) ; not with eyeservice (3787 -
ophthalmodouleia -) , as menpleasers (0441 -anthropareskos -) ; but in {singleness} (0572 -haplotes -) of heart (2588 -kardia -) , fearing (5399 -phobeo -) God (2316 -theos -) : 

singleness Eph_06_05 Servants (1401 -doulos -) , be obedient (5219 -hupakouo -) to them that are [ your ] masters (2962 -kurios -) according (2596 -kata -) to the flesh (4561 -sarx -) , with fear (5401 -phobos -) and 
trembling (5156 -tromos -) , in {singleness} (0572 -haplotes -) of your (5216 -humon -) heart (2588 -kardia -) , as unto Christ (5547 -Christos -) ; 
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single , LU , 11:34 single , MT , 6:22 singleness , EPH , 6:5 singleness , AC , 2:46 singleness , COL , 3:22 arts 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, 
which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, use {arts}.[ql battle 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from 
pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single encounter or a series): -- {battle}, fight, war.[ql commit 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 
4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- {commit}, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, use arts.[ql deeds 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a 
primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, 
{deeds}, do, exact, keep, require, use arts.[ql do 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, 
accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, {do}, exact, keep, require, use arts.[ql exact 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing 
from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, {exact}, keep, require, use arts.[ql fight 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os};
from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single encounter or a series): -- battle, {fight}, war.[ql keep 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i. e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 
4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, {keep}, require, use arts.[ql require 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a 
primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, 
deeds, do, exact, keep, {require}, use arts.[ql seam 0729 # arrhaphos {ar'-hhraf-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of the same as 4476; unsewed, i.e. of a single piece: -- without {seam}.[ql sharper 5114 # 
tomoteros {tom-o'-ter-os}; comparative of a derivative of the primary temno (to cut; more comprehensive or decisive than 2875, as if by a single stroke; whereas that implies repeated blows, like hacking); more keen: -- {sharper}. [ql 
single 0573 # haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 1 (as a particle of union) and the base of 4120; properly, folded together, i.e. single (figuratively, clear): -- {single}.[ql smite 3817 # paio {pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a 
single blow and less violently than 5180); specifically to sting (as a scorpion): -- {smite}, strike.[ql star 0798 # astron {as'-tron}; neuter from 792; properly, a constellation; put for a single star (natural or artificial): -- {star}.[ql strike 
3817 # paio {pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a single blow and less violently than 5180); specifically to sting (as a scorpion): -- smite, {strike}.[ql use 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i. e. perform 
repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, {use} 
arts.[ql war 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single encounter or a series): -- battle, fight, {war}.[ql without 0729 # arrhaphos {ar'-hhraf-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and 
a presumed derivative of the same as 4476; unsewed, i.e. of a single piece: -- {without} seam.[ql single Interlinear Index Study single MAT 006 022 The light <5460 -photeinos -> of the body <4983 -soma -> is the eye <3788 -
ophthalmos -> : if <1437 -ean - > therefore <3767 -oun -> thine <4675 -sou -> eye <3788 - ophthalmos -> be {single} <0573 -haplous -> , thy whole <3650 - holos -> body <4983 -soma -> shall be full <5460 -photeinos -> of light 
<3088 -luchnos -> . single LUK 011 034 The light 3088 -luchnos - of the body 4983 - soma - is the eye 3788 -ophthalmos - : therefore 3767 -oun - when 1875 -epan - thine 4675 -sou - eye 3788 -ophthalmos - is {single} LUK 0573 -
haplous - , thy whole 3650 -holos - body 4983 -soma - also 2532 -kai - is full 5460 -photeinos - of light 5460 -photeinos - ; but when 3752 -hotan - [ thine eye ] is evil 4190 -poneros - , thy body 4983 -soma - also 2532 -kai - [ is ] full of
darkness 4652 -skoteinos - . therefore when thine eye is single * single , 0573 , * single , 0573 haplous , single -0573 {single}, singleness -0572 bountifulness, liberal, liberality, simplicity, {singleness}, singleness -0858 {singleness}, 
single 0573 ** haplous ** {single}. singleness 0572 ** haplotes ** bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, {singleness}. singleness 0858 ** aphelotes ** {singleness}. single ......... be single 0573 -haplous-> single ......... is single 0573 -
haplous-> singleness ......... and singleness 0858 -aphelotes-> singleness ......... but in singleness 0572 -haplotes-> singleness ......... in singleness 0572 -haplotes-> single 0573 # haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 1 (as a particle of 
union) and the base of 4120; properly, folded together, i.e. single (figuratively, clear): -- {single}.[ql singleness 0572 # haplotes {hap-lot'-ace}; from 573; singleness, i.e. (subjectively) sincerity (without dissimulation or self- seeking), 
or (objectively) generosity (copious bestowal): -- bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, {singleness}.[ql singleness 0858 # aphelotes {af-el-ot'-ace}; from a compound of 1 (as a negative particle) and phellos (in the sense of a stone as 
stubbing the foot); smoothness, i.e. (figuratively) simplicity: -- {singleness}.[ql single 011 034 Luk /${single /thy whole body also is full of light ; but when thine eye is evil , thy body also is full of darkness . single 006 022 Mat 
/${single /thy whole body shall be full of light . singleness 002 046 Act /${singleness /of heart , singleness 003 022 Col /${singleness /of heart , fearing God : singleness 006 005 Eph /${singleness /of your heart , as unto Christ ; single 
2 * singleness 3 - single The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be {single}, thy whole body shall be full of light. single The light of the body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is {single}, thy whole body also is full of 
light; but when thine eye] is evil, thy body also is] full of darkness. 



single , LU , 11:34 single , MT , 6:22 singleness , EPH , 6:5 singleness , AC , 2:46 singleness , COL , 3:22



arts 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i. e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing 
from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to 
collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, use {arts}.[ql battle 4171 # polemos 
{pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single encounter or a series): -- 
{battle}, fight, war.[ql commit 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or 
habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish,
etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- {commit}, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, use arts.[ql 
deeds 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing 
from 4160, which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to 
collect (dues), fare (personally): -- commit, {deeds}, do, exact, keep, require, use arts.[ql do 4238 # prasso 
{pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which 
properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare 
(personally): -- commit, deeds, {do}, exact, keep, require, use arts.[ql exact 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a primary 
verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers to a 
single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- 
commit, deeds, do, {exact}, keep, require, use arts.[ql fight 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from pelomai (to 
bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single encounter or a series): -- battle, {fight}, war.[ql keep 4238 # 
prasso {pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i. e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, 
which properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), 
fare (personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, {keep}, require, use arts.[ql require 4238 # prasso {pras'-so}; a 
primary verb; to "practise", i.e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which properly refers 
to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare (personally): -- 
commit, deeds, do, exact, keep, {require}, use arts.[ql seam 0729 # arrhaphos {ar'-hhraf-os}; from 1 (as a negative
particle) and a presumed derivative of the same as 4476; unsewed, i.e. of a single piece: -- without {seam}.[ql 
sharper 5114 # tomoteros {tom-o'-ter-os}; comparative of a derivative of the primary temno (to cut; more 
comprehensive or decisive than 2875, as if by a single stroke; whereas that implies repeated blows, like hacking); 
more keen: -- {sharper}. [ql single 0573 # haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 1 (as a particle of union) and the 
base of 4120; properly, folded together, i.e. single (figuratively, clear): -- {single}.[ql smite 3817 # paio 
{pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a single blow and less violently than 5180); specifically to sting (as a 
scorpion): -- {smite}, strike.[ql star 0798 # astron {as'-tron}; neuter from 792; properly, a constellation; put for a 
single star (natural or artificial): -- {star}.[ql strike 3817 # paio {pah'-yo}; a primary verb; to hit (as if by a single 
blow and less violently than 5180); specifically to sting (as a scorpion): -- smite, {strike}.[ql use 4238 # prasso 
{pras'-so}; a primary verb; to "practise", i. e. perform repeatedly or habitually (thus differing from 4160, which 
properly refers to a single act); by implication, to execute, accomplish, etc.; specifically, to collect (dues), fare 
(personally): -- commit, deeds, do, exact, keep, require, {use} arts.[ql war 4171 # polemos {pol'-em-os}; from 
pelomai (to bustle); warfare (literally or figuratively; a single encounter or a series): -- battle, fight, {war}.[ql 
without 0729 # arrhaphos {ar'-hhraf-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of the same as 
4476; unsewed, i.e. of a single piece: -- {without} seam.[ql



* single , 0573 haplous ,



single -0573 {single}, singleness -0572 bountifulness, liberal, liberality, simplicity, {singleness}, singleness -0858
{singleness},





single 0573 ** haplous ** {single}. singleness 0572 ** haplotes ** bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, 
{singleness}. singleness 0858 ** aphelotes ** {singleness}.





single ......... be single 0573 -haplous-> single ......... is single 0573 -haplous-> singleness ......... and singleness 
0858 -aphelotes-> singleness ......... but in singleness 0572 -haplotes-> singleness ......... in singleness 0572 -
haplotes->



single 0573 # haplous {hap-looce'}; probably from 1 (as a particle of union) and the base of 4120; properly, folded
together, i.e. single (figuratively, clear): -- {single}.[ql singleness 0572 # haplotes {hap-lot'-ace}; from 573; 
singleness, i.e. (subjectively) sincerity (without dissimulation or self- seeking), or (objectively) generosity 
(copious bestowal): -- bountifulness, liberal(-ity), simplicity, {singleness}.[ql singleness 0858 # aphelotes 
{af-el-ot'-ace}; from a compound of 1 (as a negative particle) and phellos (in the sense of a stone as stubbing the 
foot); smoothness, i.e. (figuratively) simplicity: -- {singleness}.[ql
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single Interlinear Index Study single MAT 006 022 The light <5460 -photeinos -> of the body <4983 -soma -> is 
the eye <3788 -ophthalmos -> : if <1437 -ean - > therefore <3767 -oun -> thine <4675 -sou -> eye <3788 - 
ophthalmos -> be {single} <0573 -haplous -> , thy whole <3650 - holos -> body <4983 -soma -> shall be full 
<5460 -photeinos -> of light <3088 -luchnos -> . single LUK 011 034 The light 3088 -luchnos - of the body 4983 
- soma - is the eye 3788 -ophthalmos - : therefore 3767 -oun - when 1875 -epan - thine 4675 -sou - eye 3788 -
ophthalmos - is {single} LUK 0573 -haplous - , thy whole 3650 -holos - body 4983 -soma - also 2532 -kai - is full
5460 -photeinos - of light 5460 -photeinos - ; but when 3752 -hotan - [ thine eye ] is evil 4190 -poneros - , thy 
body 4983 -soma - also 2532 -kai - [ is ] full of darkness 4652 -skoteinos - .



therefore when thine eye is single 



single Luk_11_34 /${single /thy whole body also is full of light ; but when thine eye is evil , thy body also is full 
of darkness . single Mat_06_22 /${single /thy whole body shall be full of light . singleness Act_02_46 
/${singleness /of heart , singleness Col_03_22 /${singleness /of heart , fearing God : singleness Eph_06_05 
/${singleness /of your heart , as unto Christ ;



single 2 * singleness 3 -



* single , 0573 , 



single The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be {single}, thy whole body shall be full of light. 
single The light of the body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is {single}, thy whole body also is full of light; 
but when thine eye] is evil, thy body also is] full of darkness.
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